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Healthy Pupils Capital Fund

1.0

PURPOSE OF THE REPORT

1.1

To brief the Schools Forum on the proposed process relating to distribution of the
£608,112 Healthy pupils capital fund (HPCF) allocation for Community and Voluntary
Controlled schools 2018/19.

2.0

BACKGROUND

2.1

North Yorkshire County Council received £608,112 HPCF for Community and
Voluntary Controlled schools. The HPCF is intended to improve children’s and young
people’s physical and mental health by improving and increasing availability to facilities
for physical activity, healthy eating, mental health and wellbeing and medical
conditions.
Funding is provided from the Soft Drinks Industry Levy for 2018-19 only.
This funding is purely for capital spending and guidance has been issued in March
2018 (Appendix 1) including examples of projects which could be funded using HPCF.
Examples include:
Refurbishment or building of:
• Changing rooms
• Sports halls and gyms
• Swimming pools
• Teaching and catering kitchens
• Dining spaces, to include seating and tables
• Spaces for mental health support
Creation or renovation of:
• Garden spaces for growing produce
• Playgrounds and active play spaces, such as resurfacing, climbing walls or multi-use
sports panels
• Sports pitches, hard courts and athletics tracks
• Improvements to facilities, such as floodlighting, security fencing, pitch drainage
Modification of facilities to improve accessibility for pupils with disabilities, such as:
• Hoists to allow access to swimming pools
• Adaptations to cooking facilities
• Adaptations to changing room facilities
• Wheelchair-accessible paths and planters in garden spaces
• Sports wheelchairs
• Hydrotherapy pools
Provision of equipment, such as:
• Permanent goalposts
• Outdoor table tennis tables
• Defibrillators2
• Gym equipment
• Cookers, fridges and freezers
• Bike stands
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Examples of smaller scale expenditure are included below, these may be of particular
relevance to recipients of smaller grant amounts.
• Water fountains
• Playground markings to facilitate active play
• Cooking equipment such as table-top hobs and food processors
• Gardening planters and equipment
3.0

PROPOSAL

3.1

An internal NYCC working group has been established to consider the best way to
allocate this funding to make the greatest impact. Members of the group include
Strategic Planning, Public Health, North Yorkshire Sport and Health and well-being.
The group looked at examples of how other authorities were spending their allocation
to help them inform their proposal. This ranged from the allocation of a proportionate
sum to each school, to schools bidding for funding for specific projects.
Distributing the allocation proportionally to schools (approximately £2200 each) was
not favoured on the grounds that the sum was not significant and potentially not
impactful. Also universal distribution would not allow for targeting of geographical areas
with greatest need.
School Condition Grant for improvement projects is allocated following a bids process,
where Officers make recommendations that are approved by NYCC Executive
Members. Schools are familiar with this. As an alternative to the norm a more targeted
approach to specific initiatives was also researched and discussed. After
consideration, the group has proposed that the funding should be split into two parts;
1. Up to £135,000 to be allocated to the capital element of cookery projects and
growing projects. Six staff training sessions, on cookery skills and growing,
would be offered to teachers from up to 90 schools and the training held in
venues across the County from Spring 2019. The training will enable the
teachers to then deliver lessons in their schools on cooking and healthy eating
and growing food. External funding for the training element is being sought but
if a revenue cost has to be levied to schools this is expected to be limited and
capped at £50 per attendee. Schools attending the cooking training would then
receive a capital allocation of £1000 each for the purchase of cooking equipment
e.g. mobile kitchen trolley, cookers and equipment. Schools attending the
grounds and growing training would then each receive a capital allocation of
£2000 for materials so that outdoor space can be converted or enhanced for
growing and also to provide the necessary equipment for pupils to participate in
lessons. If applications for training are oversubscribed they will be allocated on a
basis of geographical need identified by Public Health and based on childhood
obesity data. The training will be advertised alongside the communication to
schools around submitting bids to the rest of the fund, point 2 below.
2. The balance of the budget to be awarded to projects at individual schools. All
schools will be contacted and made aware of the HPCF and invited to submit
bids for projects which meet any area of the guidance. Applications for bids will
be opened in January 2019 for a period of eight weeks. All applications must
state the nature of the project, how it will contribute to improving pupils’ physical
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and/or mental health, the project cost estimate and how much HPCF they are
bidding for. If applications for funding are oversubscribed they will be allocated
on the basis of a need and impact assessment identified by Public Health.
Officer recommendations for successful projects will be made after
consideration of all bids by the working group and by the start of the summer
term 2019. A report seeking approval of the recommended schemes will then be
considered by the County Council’s Executive.

4.0

RECOMMENDATION

4.1

That Schools Forum note the proposed HPCF approach contained in this report

STUART CARLTON
Corporate Director – Children and Young People’s Service
Appendix 1 – Health pupils capital fund – Guidance – March 2018
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